Dragon Husband
Chapter 1537
heard it……
Hear what?
My master……
What is this again?
Xu Benliu looked at the people around him in horror.
Their looks have also become very weird, as if they are experiencing a fantasy dream!
“You guys, did you hear anything just now?” Xu Benliu asked uncertainly.
Because when he thought about it carefully, he found that there was no trace at all.
It was like a problem with his own ears.
The others are weird and confused.
“There is a voice, but I can’t hear it clearly. I thought it was a problem with my ears, did you hear it
too?” the others said suspiciously.
Xu Benliu suddenly raised his heart!
Wiliam!
Not dead!
In the sword cave, Wiliam is experiencing his chance!
“Tongyin has stabilized and let Xu Lao come over immediately!” Xu Benliu shouted loudly.
Old Xu is the best healer in their clan!
Xu Benliu knew that even if Wiliam didn’t die, he would definitely die, and he couldn’t tolerate any
delay.
And within the sword hole.
A minute ago.
The song of ice and fire continues.
Wiliam only had a faintly inaudible breath left.

He is like a candle in the wind, relying solely on trust in the Long Live Demon Lotus.
After all, can’t you hear it?
Can’t you wake up?
You guys…
Let me down…
As Wiliam stayed, he sighed.
And it was this sigh, as if it awakened something…
The long live demon lotus breath that had been raging all the time suddenly stopped.
Like a ignorant child who heard his father’s sadness and disappointment…
sad……
disappointment……
A trace of thoughts seemed to permeate the sword hole.
Long live the demon lotus and strange aura slowly weakened.
It was like a child who had just woke up. The first act of opening his eyes was to see his father leaving
while disappointed.
All that is left for the child is a sad back.
And the endless bewilderment.
What to do?
The icy blue aura, as if he had noticed something, suddenly burst out, causing more blood fog on
Wiliam’s body.
And there was not much blood in Wiliam’s body.
He was like a corpse drained of blood.
There is no even the slightest struggle and resistance.
When the child saw his father dying, an instinctive reaction appeared.
The breath of Long Live Demon Lotus suddenly stopped the icy blue breath.
This is the first time the two breaths are in disharmony!
The icy blue breath quickly counterattacked, firmly suppressing the crimson breath.

struggle!
struggle!
The crimson aura seemed to slowly remember something…
It feels so familiar…
Before, I seem to have experienced such struggles and competitions…
Well, remembering it.
It was with a violent breath of black air.
“We are born as needles and are loyal!”
“We are born kings and never share masters!”
I remembered!
As the level of awakening became higher and higher, Long Live Demon Lotus’s originally weak aura
slowly became majestic!
The master is dead!
We die!
If the master wants to live, let’s accompany him!
Conquer the four wilds!
this!
Isn’t it our natural mission!
The host’s expectation and gentleness…
We always remember!
How can you look at the master and let others ruin it!
A strong unwillingness and arrogance slowly rose from the crimson aura!
One word is not allowed to be king!
Our master, only him!
And only us, with him as the master!
others!
Give us retreat!

Even though!
It is the icy blue breath that is many times more noble than us, I don’t know!
all!
Give us a refund!
The crimson aura seemed to be mad, like boiling magma, frantically assaulting the ice-blue aura!
If it is a complete Ice Jade of Breathing Tears, it can naturally resist the impact of the crimson aura.
However, Xilai Bingyu is just a fragment.
And the Long Live Demon Lotus, who has re-awakened, is even more resolute!
Under this change, the crimson aura slowly resisted the icy blue aura, and formed a strong
encirclement!
Thing in a vain attempt to kill the master!
Damn it!
Unknowingly, a bit of violence was added to the breath of Long Live Demon Lotus!
With the encirclement and suppression of Long Live Demon Lotus, the ice blue aura gradually
weakened.
In the end, it was completely swallowed by Long Live Demon Lotus!
The weird red lotus hanging in the air, gleaming with icy blue rays, finally annihilated completely.
“I heard……”
“My master……”
Your will, your obsession, your trust.
We heard…
We inherit…
We woke up…
Last time, you guarded us.
This time, we will protect you…
We will never let you down again…
The strange red lotus in the air slowly drifted towards Wiliam.

In the end, it turned into a huge red lotus and took off the broken Wiliam body.
And Wiliam rested on the lotus body of Long Live Demon Lotus and fell asleep completely.
Before going to bed, there was only one unspoken word in his heart.
However, he knew they could hear.
“Welcome back……”
A sharp light pierced through the sword hole in an instant and went straight to the sky!
God soldier, this world!
The people outside the sword cave suddenly saw the red light rising into the sky, and a
heart-palpitating feeling instantly filled everyone’s hearts!
Everyone looked at the flashing light in amazement, and said nothing for a long time!
This is!
God soldier Liman!
Whenever there is a treasure above the extraordinary magical soldier, there will be a magical soldier!
To Zhao Tiandi!
And even the supernatural weapon is the strongest under Xianwu!
Wiliam’s magic weapon is extraordinary?
No wonder, it caused such a big movement!
Among the nine sects, are there any extraordinary soldiers?
Xu Benliu couldn’t help but think of this question, the answer is no!
Wiliam, amazing!
How did he do it!
Xu Benliu naturally knew that Xu Tongyin had no role in it.
However, awakening the soldiers is the most important part.
Only when awakening is successful will this miraculous effect!
And Wiliam is just the one who was born to waste blood in the rumors!
If you let outsiders know, Wiliam would have awakened a supernatural soldier, and he would surely
arouse infinite jealousy!

“Block the message right away! Others follow me in!” Xu Benliu, as the master of the door, made a
decisive decision!
Suddenly two people headed towards the sect.
The divine soldier Limang appeared at Forging Jianfeng, and many people were seen in the sect.
The message must be blocked the first time.
As for whether anyone can see in other places, Xu Benliu has no bottom in his heart.
But what he can do is to be self-righteous!
But a group of people broke into the sword hole directly and saw Wiliam at a glance!
And it was this look that made them feel extremely horrified!
Wiliam was in a coma, but he was lying in a demon red lotus!
And Honglian was floating in the air, the red light on his body was entwined with Wiliam’s blood, it
seemed completely inseparable!
And in the red light, you can clearly see, the green rays of light constantly mending Wiliam’s body.
The green and red are mixed, it looks weird, but the breath that pervades is extremely gentle and
foolish…
Wiliam, grew up among the red lotus!

